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conferences are diverse!

AREADNE (Santorini, Greece), 150
participants, talks+posters

“Open problems in decision-making”
workshop (Okinawa, Japan), 40
participants, talks+discussion

Society for Neuroscience annual meeting
(San Diego, USA), 30.000 participants,
symposia, satellite meetings, exhibits…
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anatomy of a conference
• size
• length
• topic, scope, audience
– narrow vs. broad
– integrative vs. insular

• format
–
–
–
–

talks? how many tracks? discussion?
posters? how many rows?
meals, events, socials?
exhibits, symposia, satellite events?
• location (urban, isolated, activity-driven)
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why?
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what’s exciting?
2. learn about a related or new field or
technique
3. present your work

why?
1. get the pulse of the field: what’s new,
what’s exciting?
2. learn about a related or new field or
technique
3. present your work
(note: these are great. but to some extent, you
can get them from reading and publishing
well.)

why?
4. have a conversation:
– exchange ideas and experiences
– collaborate
– “behind-the-scenes” information
– tips & tricks
– not just about the science: also about
program, careers, …

why?
5. human factors in science:
– authors writing a paper: who will they cite?
– grant review panels: who will they fund?
– award panels: who will get the prize?
– good labs/employers: who will they hire?
– doing research is hard: who will help you?
– conferences: who gives the invited talks?
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you need to plan ahead, in several ways:
- what sessions/talks/posters will you go to? (itinerary)
- what specific people will you seek out to talk to, with what
questions? (networking)
- elevator+hallway pitches & other networking tips (more
networking)
- of course, your own presentation, if applicable

planning an itinerary: for some conferences this is easy, for others
hard.

single track meeting

900+ pages of posters,
talks, events…

practicalities: planning an itinerary (if multi-track meeting):
1. be clear about why you are going: what objectives can this
conference help you accomplish? without this, you cannot assemble an
effective itinerary.
2. decide on a tool for making the itinerary. write in program, use online
planner, mobile device app…
3. make sure you have a workable strategy for using it at the
conference. (e.g. if you annotate a 200-page book, do you really want
to be carrying this with you?)

you can try annotating
the program book.
this works fine for
smallish conferences,
but think about how
you will actually use
this.
alternative:
online meeting planner

practicalities: finding a place to stay
• some conferences take care of this for you (e.g. if in remote location)
• most conferences have reduced group rates for nearby hotels; most
people do this
• but, consider
- looking for a roommate (many conferences have a mailing list
or discussion board for this)
- renting an apartment (cheaper, more sociable)
- finding your own, cheaper hotel (but beware long distances and
isolation)
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“networking”
What does that even mean?
Isn’t science supposed to be morally superior to such
cynical moves?
OK, if we have to, what are the methods, practical
approaches, do’s and don’ts?

How to get the most out of a scientific conference

“It’s like going to a party where you don’t
know anyone except the host: You have to
have some strategy or plan for ensuring
that you do not spend the entire time
standing alone in the corner, holding a
beer, hoping someone will talk to you.”
- Scott Berkun

networking is about connections: interpersonal relationships.

as with any relationship, a solid basis involves mutual benefit, of giving and
taking.
networking can be thought of as identifying, initiating, and developing such
potential relationships in a professional setting
so it helps you bring something to the table!

fortunately even very small amounts of giving and taking can be sufficient to
form a connection (e.g. a shared interest, passing the time while waiting for
coffee…)

some relationships (buyer-supplier, advisor-student) the roles are relatively
well defined…
but how can you connect with people in the absence of such a clear
relationship?
Remember, in science, many people value:
- having people be interested in their work
- being asked constructive, intelligent questions about their work
- receiving helpful suggestions, ideas, references, …
- having friends, collaborators, discussion partners
- not being lonely
you can use this to approach people that you think may be interesting to
talk to.

in practical terms:
- prepare your hallway/elevator pitches!
- plan ahead which sessions and posters you will attend, so you can
prepare specific questions for some of the presenters that you would like to
talk to. even if from reading some of someone’s work you don’t have a very
detailed question, people still like it if you mention you read their work. of
course it’s even better if you have something to say about it!

- an extension of this is to actually contact people in advance, but (IMO)
this is hard to pull off out of the blue. however, if you start an e-mail
conversation with a question about a paper or about whether someone has
openings for graduate students/postdocs, then it’s perfectly acceptable to
mention that you will be at conference x..

in pratical terms (continued):
- everyone needs to eat lunch/dinner which are great ways to get to know
people a little bit. after talking with someone for a while at say, a poster,
you can say, “do you have dinner plans?” or “A few of us are meeting at
6pm at ***, in case you don’t have dinner plans yet”.
- sometimes you can volunteer. this is a great way to meet fellow
volunteers and get valuable experience.
- follow up after the conference! this is very important.
- be aware of the culture and norms of your field/conference: how do
people dress? business cards? etc.
- be professional: people you interact with will be reviewing your papers,
job applications, etc..
Remember: learning, and networking, are contact sports! Ask questions,
be proactive, do your best to be nice and interesting to be around.
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making a poster is covered in another BIOL 690 session.
but what about actually presenting one?

consider this: after the reasons we have come up with for going to a
conference, would you rather present a poster or a talk?

there are many websites with good advice for presenting posters
(such as http://www.swarthmore.edu/NatSci/cpurrin1/posteradvice.htm)
but really, the one thing you must do is make sure you have 1-sentence,
1-minute, and 5-minute versions of your presentation.
like for the “what do you do?” question, you want to give people the
opportunity to opt out, and give yourself the opportunity to gauge how
much they already know.
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conferences can be overwhelming:
- it often looks like there are many people working faster/better/smarter
than you, with better equipment and better results, etc…
(remember, even very accomplished scientists feel this way, and it is
actually informative to see a really good story.)

- your advisor may be saying you’re doing well, but now you’re on the
world stage!
- pace yourself: take breaks, enjoy the place, local specialties…

